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               Energy solutions that are tailored to your needs

          
               Axpo US offers the benefits of a financially secure counterparty combined with local market insights. We are part of the Axpo Group, Switzerland's largest producer of renewable energy and an international leader in energy trading and the marketing of solar and wind power. Axpo Group is known in Europe for its proven track record as innovators in renewable energy solutions across the continent.
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	About Axpo US




    





    Active in the US since 2016, Axpo’s New York based subsidiary is focused on providing comprehensive and tailor made risk management solutions to power generators, developers, investors, and consumers. Its operations represent a high-performing and profitable part of the company’s international energy trading business which operates in 40 markets across Europe, the US, and Asia.





    





    Our team brings decades of wholesale energy structuring and trading experience to provide risk management solutions to our customers in a rapidly evolving market.





    





    In an annual survey carried out by Risk and Energy Risk Magazine, customers voted for Axpo once again, cementing its position as one of the leading energy traders around the world. 
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                    Wholesale Energy
                

            

        
    

    


    






    
    

    Axpo US has extensive experience trading electricity, natural gas, and environmental products in key US energy markets.



 





    




    
    
        
            
    Read more
    
        
            
                

    We provide wholesale market services to a growing portfolio of companies, covering both conventional and renewable energy from new and existing facilities, with a range of risk management and hedging strategies based on our customers’ specific needs.
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                    Long-term Hedging & PPAs
                

            

        
    

    


    






    
    

    Axpo US is ideally placed to support the development of the country’s renewable energy sector while also responding to the ongoing requirements of the existing energy infrastructure.



 





    




    
    
        
            
    Read more
    
        
            
                

    An integral part of one of the leading marketers of renewable energy across Europe, Axpo US leverages Axpo Group’s expertise and resources to tailor solutions for the US market. 
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                    Renewable Energy Solutions
                

            

        
    

    


    






    
    

    As the US accelerates its transition towards a lower carbon future, Axpo is an innovative and trusted partner, with the expertise, corporate mission, and stability to help our customers make the most of new opportunities within the renewable energy space.  Axpo is committed to a more sustainable future.

 





    




    
    
        
            
    Read more
    
        
            
                

    With the renewables market in the US set to grow rapidly over the coming years, we work with a diverse clientele of renewable producers and can help both corporations and municipal authorities to meet increasingly demanding sustainability targets in line with investor requirements.

Axpo specializes in risk management solutions for developers:

	As-generated energy and Renewable Energy Certificate (REC) offtakes
	Long-dated, fixed-price REC hedges
	Spot REC transactions
	Direct transactions that minimize collateral requirements for our customers


Through our partnership with RPD Energy, Axpo US can provide innovative supply arrangements for Commercial and Industrial end users.
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                    Electric Supply Capabilites
                

            

        
    

    


    






    
    

    Our team has extensive experience managing complex supply contracts across North American electricity and natural gas markets.





 





    




    
    
        
            
    Read more
    
        
            
                

    Example supply solutions that help our customers manage price and volumetric risk include:

	Full Requirements supply contracts
	Energy-only, variable quantity contracts
	Resource and load portfolio balancing and optimization
	Hedging solutions for Retail Energy Providers, including: custom monthly volumes, hourly load shapes, products to hedge weather-related volumetric risk, and Renewable Energy Credit portfolio management services
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	Get to know us




    





    Our team of energy professionals have an average of 15 years of experience working across global energy and environmental markets.  While our careers started across the world’s leading investment banks, energy companies, and trading firms, Axpo’s team is united around one main goal: offering our customers innovative solutions to help them succeed in a rapidly-evolving energy economy.



We invite you to connect with our team and check out what Axpo is up to across the globe!
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				Media releases Axpo US

				All media releases
			

			
				
					
						
							
								
								
									
										International business
										09.04.2024
									

									Axpo and ENEGO consider 100 MW green hydrogen production plant in Sicily 

									
									Read more
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									Axpo acquires specialist software company LINIA 

									
									Read more
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									Axpo enters biomethane market in Portugal
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	Working at Axpo




    





    At Axpo, our people set us apart.  The company offers an attractive benefits program that is competitive with top companies in the industry. In addition, we are committed to supporting the health and well-being of our employees - and strive to create an inclusive, flexible workplace culture that encourages innovative ways of working.
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    Comprehensive medical and dental insurance
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    401(k) Retirement Savings, with Company match
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    Paid time off and parental leave
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    Flexible Spending Account (FSA)
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    Disability and life insurance
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    WageWorks commuter benefits
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	Axpo Group




    





    Axpo U.S. is part of the Axpo Group. If you want to know more about the Group, visit the Axpo Group website.
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            Investor relations

            Find all the Axpo figures and ratings here.

            Read more
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            Ethics & compliance

            What are Axpo's values and what code of conduct do its employees follow?

            Read more
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            Axpo U.S. LLC



575 Fifth Avenue

Suite 2801

New York, NY 10017

440 Louisiana Street

Suite 1818

Houston, TX 77002



            
                info.us@axpo.com
            

            
                +1 (212) 847-1212
            

            
                
Find us on Google Maps
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